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Deformations of cell sheets are ubiquitous in early animal development, often arising from a complex
and poorly understood interplay of cell shape changes, division, and migration. Here, we explore perhaps
the simplest example of cell sheet folding: the “inversion” process of the algal genus Volvox, during which
spherical embryos turn themselves inside out through a process hypothesized to arise from cell shape
changes alone. We use light sheet microscopy to obtain the first three-dimensional visualizations of
inversion in vivo, and develop the first theory of this process, in which cell shape changes appear as local
variations of intrinsic curvature, contraction and stretching of an elastic shell. Our results support a scenario
in which these active processes function in a defined spatiotemporal manner to enable inversion.
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Lewis Wolpert’s comment, “It is not birth, marriage, or
death, but gastrulation which is truly the most important
time in your life” [1], emphasizes the central role of cell
sheet folding in developmental biology. Gastrulation is the
process by which a convex mass of cells develops an
invagination that leads to the formation of the gut, and
eventual change of topology to that of a torus. Processes
involving invagination pervade tissue formation and
include ventral furrow formation in Drosophila [2] as well
as neurulation [3] and optic cup formation in vertebrates
[4]. One of the common themes accompanying the bending
and stretching of cell sheets during invaginations is a set of
cell shape changes, in particular transitions from columnar
to wedge shapes [5]. However, cell sheet deformations in
animal model organisms frequently also involve cell
division, migration, and intercalation that obscure the
specific role of shape changes. Thus, it has proven difficult
to identify model systems amenable to a simple physical
description.
By contrast, as we emphasize here, the green flagellated
alga Volvox [6] provides an elegantly simple system to
study the dynamic morphology of cell sheets. When cell
division is complete, a Volvox embryo consists of several
thousand cells forming an approximately spherical monolayer enclosed by a fluid-filled “embryonic vesicle” [6,7].
Each cell is linked to its neighbors by a network of
cytoplasmic bridges (CB), thin membrane tubes resulting
from incomplete cell division. Some cells at the anterior
pole of the embryo are not connected, resulting in an
opening called the phialopore [8,9]. At this stage, those cell
poles whence emanate the flagella point into the sphere.
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This situation is corrected by a major morphological event,
during which the cell sheet turns itself inside out. This
“inversion” brings the flagella to the outside, enabling
motility [10,11]. The duration of inversion in Volvox ranges
from 45 to 80 minutes.
The sequence of deformations that Volvox embryos
[Fig. 1(a)] undergo during inversion varies from species
to species and is broadly divided into two types. In type-A
inversion [10–12], four outward-curling lips open at the
anterior pole of the embryo and peel back [Fig. 1(b)], while
type-B inversion [12,13] starts with a circular invagination
at the equator. Simultaneously, the posterior hemisphere
moves into the anterior while gradually inverting. The
phialopore then widens and stretches over the inverted
posterior (Fig. 1(c) and Video 1 in the Supplemental
Material [14]). Only type-B inversion shares the process
of invagination with the aforementioned examples of cell
sheet deformations in animals [13].
Previous studies of type-A inversion, including chemical
treatments and the characterization of a mutant strain
[9,10,15–17], pointed to waves of active cell shape changes
combined with cell movements relative to the cytoplasmic
bridges as the mechanism driving inversion. Similar cell
shape changes and reorganization of cytoplasmic bridges
have been reported for type-B inversion [13]. Inversion
starts when cells around the phialopore of type-A embryos
or at the equator of type-B embryos [Fig. 1(d)], respectively, become wedge shaped by developing narrow basal
stalks. Simultaneously, these cells move relative to the
cytoplasmic bridges until they are connected at the tips of
their stalks [Fig. 1(e)] [13,17]. It is natural to view the splay
induced by the combination of shape changes and bridge
motion as inducing a local intrinsic curvature in the cell
sheet, thus connecting inversion to the many areas in
cellular biophysics, from vesicular budding [18] to structures in the endoplasmic reticulum [19], in which intrinsic
curvature plays a role. In addition to wedge-shaped cells,
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FIG. 1 (color online). Embryonic inversion in Volvox. (a) Adult V. globator spheroid containing multiple embryos. (b) Embryo
undergoing type-A inversion (e.g., V. carteri). (c) Embryo undergoing type-B inversion (e.g., V. globator, V. aureus). (d) Light
micrograph shows semi-thin section of V. globator embryo exhibiting different cell shapes. (e) Schematic representation of cells in
region marked in (d). PC: paddle-shaped cells, two different views illustrate anisotropic shape; SC: spindle-shaped cells; red line:
position of cytoplasmic bridges (CB). (f) 3D renderings of a single V. globator embryo in three successive stages of inversion.
(g) Optical midsagittal cross sections of embryo in (f). (h) Traced cell sheet contours overlaid on sections in (g), with color-coded
curvature κ. (i) Surfaces of revolution computed from averaged contours. Panels (d) and (e) modified from [13].

other cell shape changes specific to type-B inversion occur
in the anterior and posterior hemispheres [13]. Their role in
inversion and the interplay between active deformations
and passive responses of the cell sheet have remained
ambiguous due to the lack of dynamic quantification.
The majority of previous work on inversion used
electron microscopy to acquire static high-resolution snapshots of embryos arrested at a particular stage of inversion.
A single study [15] sought to analyze the dynamics of typeA inversion using light microscopy. Here, using embryos of
V. globator, we report the first three-dimensional timelapse visualizations of type-B inversion dynamics, and we
develop the first mathematical descriptions of specific
stages of this process.
A selective plane illumination microscope was
assembled as previously described [20], with modifications

to accommodate an alternate laser (473 nm, 144 mW,
Extreme Lasers, Houston, TX) and camera (CoolSNAP
MYO, 1940 × 1460 pixels; Photometrics, AZ, USA).
Autofluorescence (λ > 500 nm) of the algae was used
for imaging. Wild-type strain V. globator Linné (SAG
199.80) was obtained from the Culture Collection of Algae
at the University of Göttingen, Germany [21], and cultured
as previously described [22] with a cycle of 16 h light at
24 °C and 8 h dark at 22 °C. Image stacks of mother
spheroids containing 5–9 embryos were recorded at intervals of 20–300 s over 2–4 hours to capture inversion of all
embryos. Where necessary, data sets were resliced using
AMIRA (FEI, OR, USA). The outline of the cell sheet was
manually traced on midsagittal sections [Fig. 1(h)] using
IMAGEJ [23]. We quantified inversions of 10 embryos with
initial diameters of ∼70–130 μm.

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 2 (color online). Dynamic characterization of inversion in V. globator. Red lines in (a)–(c) are data for one representative embryo,
whose traced outlines are shown in (b). (a) Distance e from posterior pole to bend region, normalized by its value e0 at t ≈ −10 min,
decreases at a speed that increases abruptly midinversion. (b) Surface area A of the embryo, normalized by its value A0 at t ≈ −20 min,
peaks after t ¼ 0, and then decreases. Traced embryo shapes correspond to time points indicated by open circles on the red curve.
(c) Most negative embryo curvature κ in the bend region peaks concurrently with speed-up.
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ð1Þ

K ϕ ¼ f ϕ κϕ − f 0ϕ κ 0ϕ :

ð2Þ

and curvature strains
K s ¼ f s κ s − f 0s κ 0s ;

Here, κs and κϕ are the meridional and circumferential
curvatures of the deformed shell. As in the Helfrich
model [25] for membranes and generalizations that include
“area elasticity” [26], f 0s ; f 0ϕ and κ 0s ; κ 0ϕ introduce preferred
stretches and curvatures, respectively. Adopting a Hookean
model [27] with elastic modulus E and Poisson ratio ν, the
deformed shell minimizes the energy
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We focus on three key quantities derived from the
cross-sectional shapes. Shown in Fig. 2, these are the
distance e from the posterior pole to the circular bend
region [Fig. 1(h)], the embryonic surface area A, and the
most negative value κ  of the curvature in the bend region.
A spline was fit to the traced line, and this curve yielded the
signed curvature κ [Fig. 1(h)]. To compute the surface area
of the embryo during inversion, we constructed a surface of
revolution [Fig. 1(i)] from the average of the two halves of a
midsagittal slice (see also Supplemental Material [14]). The
distance e was separately measured for both embryo halves
and then averaged.
At the beginning of inversion, embryos develop “mushroom” shapes [Figs. 1(f)–1(i)]. The distance e initially
decreases at a constant speed U ¼ e_ [Fig. 2(a)], but, similar
to type-A inversion [15], the speed increases abruptly
by a factor of ∼5 midinversion, to reach values of
U ∼ 0.03 μm=s. The speed-up nearly coincides with the
peak in the curvature κ in the bend region [Fig. 2(c)]. For
the subsequent analysis of experimental results, we reference all times relative to this speed-up, defined as t ¼ 0.
Over tens of minutes prior to t ¼ 0, there is evidence for a
decrease in surface area (∼10%), followed by a significant
increase (20%–30%) at or shortly after t ¼ 0, before a
decrease to about 55% of its initial value [Fig. 2(b)]. The
transient increase in surface area is consistent with previously reported flattened disk-shaped cells in the anterior
hemisphere (Fig. 12C in [13]).
To provide a test of the idea that a localized region of
intrinsic curvature can drive inversion, we consider the
axisymmetric deformations of a thin elastic spherical shell
of thickness h and undeformed radius R under quasistatic
variations of its intrinsic curvature. A similar approach,
phrased in terms of bending moments rather than preferred
curvatures, was used previously to study the initiation
of gastrulation in Xenopus laevis, likewise involving
invagination of a spherical embryo [24].
As shown in Fig. 3, let s be arclength along the
undeformed shell and r0 ðsÞ be the distance to the axis of
revolution, and SðsÞ and rðsÞ be the corresponding quantities
for the deformed shell. The meridional and circumferential
stretches f s ¼ dS=ds, f ϕ ¼ r=r0 define the strains
Es ¼ f s − f 0s ;
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FIG. 3 (color online). Elastic model. (a) Undeformed elastic
spherical shell of radius R and thickness h. (b) Deformed
configuration of the shell. (c) Stretches fs ; fϕ relate undeformed
and deformed geometries. (d) Imposed intrinsic curvature κ 0s ¼
−k < 0 in a region of width λ just below the equator. Posterior
contraction modifies the intrinsic properties (d,e,f) by introducing
a posterior radius rp < R.

Z πR
πEh
E¼
r0 ðE2s þ E2ϕ þ 2νEs Eϕ Þds
1 − ν2 0
Z πR
πEh3
þ
r0 ðK 2s þ K 2ϕ þ 2νK s K ϕ Þds:
12ð1 − ν2 Þ 0

ð3Þ

In computations, we take ν ¼ 1=2 and ε ≡ h=R ¼ 0.15.
To test whether the initial invagination and the movement of the posterior are, indeed, results of local changes in
the intrinsic curvature, we consider the formation of a
region of width λ of preferred curvature κ 0s ¼ −k < 0
[Fig. 3(d)]. Examination of thin sections [Fig. 1(d)]
suggests an early value λ ≈ 0.1πR and kR ≈ 10–20.
Modifying κ 0s rather than κ0ϕ accounts for the previously
observed anisotropy of the wedge-shaped (“paddleshaped”) cells in the bend region [Fig. 1(e)] [13].
We find that solely imposing a preferred curvature leads
to a “purse-string” effect [Fig. 4(a)] over large ranges of the
parameters k and λ. Yet, V. globator embryos adopt a
mushroom shape not captured by this description, suggesting that additional active cell shape changes are needed.
Indeed, cells throughout the posterior hemisphere have
been reported to adopt a thinned spindle shape at the start of
inversion [13]. Interestingly, strains in the model decay
rapidly away from the bend region [Fig. 4(d)], thus
suggesting that other cell shape changes, both in the
anterior and the posterior hemispheres, arise actively
due to cell-intrinsic forces. To include active posterior
contraction in our model, we define a reduced posterior
radius rp < R and modify f 0s ; f 0ϕ ; κ 0s ; κ 0ϕ accordingly
[Figs. 3(d), 3(e), and 3(f)]. For realistic parameter values,
rp =R ≈ 0.7 and kR ≈ 20 [13], the model now successfully
yields mushroom shapes [Fig. 4(b)] that are in quantitative
agreement with an average experimental shape [Figs. 4(f)
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FIG. 4 (color online). Results of elastic model and comparison
with experiment. (a) In the absence of contraction, there is a pursestring effect. (b) Correct “mushroom” shapes are obtained once
contraction is included, which allows (c) the inverted posterior to
fit into the anterior hemisphere. (d) Decay of strains in both
hemispheres away from bend region. (e) Asymmetry of meridional curvatures of contracted shapes corresponds to passive
formation of second bend region. (f), (h) Outlines (gray) of 10
embryos in an early stage (e=e0 ¼ 0.97  0.07) and a later stage
(e=e0 ¼ 0.49  0.09) of inversion, and averages (black). Bars
indicate standard deviations. (g), (i) Computed shapes (green) lie
within a standard deviation (gray areas) of average shapes.

and 4(g)]. In vivo, more cells in the bend region become
wedge shaped as invagination progresses. In the model, we
capture this by enlarging k and λ, and find that, while an
uncontracted posterior does not fit into the anterior hemisphere, a contracted posterior does fit [Fig. 4(c)]. This is
similar to type-A inversion: embryos in which posterior
contraction is prevented biochemically fail to complete
inversion [16]. While matching the in vivo shapes qualitatively, this computed shape [Fig. 4(c)] is more flattened
than in experiments [Fig. 4(h)]. A quantitative fit can, for
example, be achieved by extending the model to allow
anisotropic inhomogeneous stretching of the anterior
(Fig. 4(i) and Supplemental Material [14]).
The question remains whether active anterior expansion,
as suggested by (i) disk-shaped cells there, (ii) the increase
in A, and (iii) the aforementioned rapid decay of passive
strains, also contributes to mushroom shapes. Indeed,
defining an increased anterior radius, instead of posterior
contraction, also produces mushroom shapes (Fig. S2 of
Supplemental Material [14]). The small (∼2.5%) decrease
in surface area observed after formation of the bend region
is substantially smaller than the ∼25% we estimate would
occur if posterior contraction alone were present, so we
infer that compensating anterior expansion has likely begun
before t ¼ 0. Expansion then eventually dominates contraction, leading to the observed increase in surface area
[Fig. 2(b)]. In vivo, this expansion may facilitate the fit of
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the posterior into the anterior, a previously unrecognized
role for active cell shape changes in the anterior.
In contrast to V. globator, V. aureus adopts “hourglass”
shapes like that in Fig. 4(a) before progressing to mushroom shapes [28]. This suggests that the beginning of
inversion in V. aureus is purely curvature-driven, with
expansion and/or contraction only arising later. All of this
suggests that, in type-B inversion, posterior contraction and
anterior expansion act as complementary strategies to
create a disparity between the anterior and posterior radii.
The relative timing and position of the initial invagination,
contraction, and expansion may differ between species.
In the present model, the meridional curvature [Fig. 4(e)]
of shapes that reproduce late invagination [Figs. 4(c) and
1(h) middle] shows an asymmetry between the posterior
and anterior hemispheres corresponding to the formation of
a second bend region with increased positive curvature. In
previous microscopic observations, this region has been
termed the “anterior cap” [13]. In the elastic model, it arises
as a passive material response to the negative intrinsic
curvature imposed at the adjacent equatorial region. Note
that, whereas open elastic filaments can easily adopt shapes
in which the local curvature is everywhere equal to the
intrinsic curvature [29], the situation for sheets is much
more constrained, and the local intrinsic curvature cannot
simply be inferred from the equilibrium shape. Imposing
this positive curvature actively, instead of the negative
intrinsic curvature, does not lead to correct embryo shapes
irrespective of contraction (see Supplemental Material
[14]). This supports our original assumption that active
formation of wedge-shaped cells drives invagination.
The sudden increase in the speed of posterior inversion
when κ peaks is reminiscent of a mechanical snap-through
[30], as suggested in earlier work on type-A inversion [15],
yet conventional snap-throughs of elastic materials do not
proceed at constant speed. Here, we consider a possible
explanation for the constant speed in the most parsimonious
of settings, that of the snap-through of a Pogorelov dimple
[31] of depth e on an elastic spherical shell of radius R and
thickness h. A scaling argument [31], balancing bending and
stretching at the dimple edge, shows that the elastic driving
force of the snap-through scales as Eh5=2 e1=2 =R. The
sources of dissipation in such a system are myriad. While
we postpone a detailed discussion [32], we note that the
hydrodynamic resistance associated with the velocity gradients at the dimple edge scales as μUe1=2 R1=2 [32], where μ
is the fluid viscosity. Hence, there is an e-independent snapthrough speed U ∼ Eh5=2 =μR3=2 . A more detailed analysis
[32] shows that this scenario is also compatible with the kink
observed in experiments. However, this argument cannot
rule out other dissipation or cell-intrinsic mechanisms.
In summary, we have shown that a simple quasistatic
model, combining changes in intrinsic curvature with active
contraction and expansion, is consistent with embryo
shapes during type-B inversion. We are led to hypothesize
that bending, posterior contraction and some mechanism of
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anterior stress relief are common features of inversion in the
genus Volvox which allow embryos to overcome geometric
constraints during inversion. Whether the observed cell
shapes and the location and timing of their appearance
result from a predefined program or are triggered by
mechanical signals remains an open question. A challenge
for the elastic framework is to address later stages of type-B
inversion, the opening and closing of the phialopore, and
the dynamics of type-A inversion.
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